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Neurologicallpsychological and emotional

aspects related to bilingualism.

Generally speaking,communicationtespecially

oral communicationtis intimately linked to the

speaker's emotional state.

Even when the speaker tries to control

his / her verbal expressionlparalinguistic

and kinetic features at times betray the

subconscious.Stresslintonation,gestures play

an important role during informal as well as

formal speech and the speaker's attitude

towards the topic,the aueiencepthe environment

is expressed not only through the linguistic



performance but also through the many

emotional correlatives which occur during an

act of oral communication(slips of the

tonguelswallowing ored spots on the face and

neck etc.) (S.Freud-E.Sapir-R.Brown). Where

bilingualism is involved,these psychological

manifestations are often viewed as deviant

within communicative acts, since the

observers tend to attribute any deviant

status to bilingualism itself.

In child bilingualism emotion can be

evaluated from two points of view:that of the

bilingual subject and that of his/her

parents.In fact the child has to adjust his



behaviour in accordance to the inputs he

receivespand his reaction very often depends

on parents' emotional attitude towards the two

languages and cultures.

Obviously,it is not the child's decision to

become bilingual:rather it is a condition

which depends either on the parents' personal

situation or choices(father and mother speak

different languages;mother and father are

monolingual with favorable attitude towards

bilingualism) or on the social context

(bilingual countries; immigrants). In eithc-

case, bilingual development is heavily

influenced by psychological reactions towards

the home and the social context.



The decision to give a child a bilingual

educationlas I have said,is principally

determined by parentstfeelings and by their

reactions towards the cultural environment

around them.In the first case-that of elective

familiar bilingualism-the decision comes when

the mother speaks a different language from

that of the environment and from that of her

husband.She may find that speaking her OWD

language to her baby makes her feel less

lonely.But she may also be influenced by

another emotion,which prevents her using her

own language with her baby,that is to say,she

may feel reluctant to exclude her husband from



the world she builds up with the child in

order not to increase the isolation fathers

usually face after the birth of a

baby.(M.M.Davies-E.Lloyd-A.Scheffler 1987).

Cooperation between the parents can help

to attenuate these psychological problems by

preventing the husband's isolation.(C.Sanders

1988).

The immigrant situationpon the other handfis

full of emotional implications which are

determined also by the many social problems

the immigrants have to overcome once

established in the foreign country.As the data

shall be discussing were not collected in

such settingsphoweversI will not be going into



these in this paper.(G.Marim, 1982).

Bilingualism,then tis a process which

requires very detailed analysis not only on a

linguistic but also on a psychological

level.If a monolingual childlexposed to the

mlther tongue,automatically af,quires it once

he is provided with enough stimuli and is

favoured by a totally natural environment,a

bilingual child has to reckon with a -Dntext

not perfectly natural,which tries to balance

two cultural and linguistic inputs.

Thus, in many ways,a bilingual child is more

vulnerable than a monolingual one. He is very

accurate in observing the context in which the

two languages are employed as well as the



persons involved in it. Furthermore, the

bilingual child analyses the persons not

only when they interact with him but also when

they interact with other members of the

social group involved.

He also observes people's psychological

reactions when changing language and behaviour

to respond to the two different contexts.

This analysis helps him to choose the

right language for the context, a decision

which is only apparently suggested by

intuition.Children generally require

security;they need to feel well accepted by

both social groups.If for one reason or

another the child perceives that there is a



certain degree of antagonism between the two

cultural communitiesphis bilingual development

may show negative effects.(J.W.Berry 1907).

This paper aims to characterize in greater

detail the delicate psychological processes

children go through when facing two languages

and two cultures.In doing so,I Lope that the

positive role of a bilingual situation for

cognitive and linguistic growth will emerge.

The data for this paper are taken from a
larger study involving 30 Italian bilingual

children attending a British school in Italy.

In that study Ifollowing the children in

question over a period of 6 years,I compared



the linguistic development of these

children with two groups of monolinguals:

monolingual Italian children attending the

Italian school system, and monolingual

English children attending the same British

school as the bilingual subjects. Observations

over this period were carried out using video

tapes , recordings and the children's

copybooksywhich permitted an accurate

evaluation of their oral and written language

development as well as an analysis of their

psychological reactions. I followed the

compound bilinguals since birth and the

coordinate bilinguals from the age of three.



(In coordinate bilingualismethe person learns

the languages in separate environmentstand the

words of the two languages are kept separate

with each word having its specific meaning.

An example would be a person whose first

language is English,who then learned French

later in school. By contrastlin compound

bilingualism the person learns the two

languages in the same context,where they are

used concurrently, so that there is a fused

representation of the languages in the brain.

Thuspa child, for example,who acquired both

French and German in the home would know

German BUCH-'book'and French LIVRE,but would

have one common meaning for them both)



(S.Romaine 1989).

The present discussion of the psychological

and Eocial aspects of bilingual development

focuses on 9 of these children:7 compound

bilinguals and 2 coordinate bilinguals.The 7

compound bilinguals were:

a)a child whose mother is English and whose

father does not know his wife's language

(Scipione) -negative oriented subject;

b)a child whose mother speaks English,the

father speaks Italian with a good knowledge of

English(Steven)-positive oriented child;

c)children whose parents are Italian but the

mother knows English quite well and uses it



with her two sons also providing them with

regular visits to England and with English

baby sitters(Ralfi and Roby);

d)boys whose father talks good English and all

the family goes frequently to the States for

the father's research in medical

studies(MassimotAlberto and Riccardo).

The two coordinate bilinguals were:

a)children whose parents are Italian and did

not know Englishfso their children acquired

first Italian as a home and environment

languagetthentat the age of threetEnglish in

an English school in Italy(Fulvia and Carla).

All the children except Fulvia and Carla

encountered English and Italian from

12 14



birth.Even if their knowledge of English had

reached different levels when the children

started attending the British schoollsince for

Fulvia and Carla it was a totally new

experiencefafter two years there was no

evident difference between them and the other

children;except for Scipione to whom we will

return laterothe children had all achieved a

balanced bilingualism in spoken as well as

in written language.

A fundamental difference in the language

learning environments of the compound and

coordinate bilinguals lay in the social

contexts ib which they were exposed to the

languages:the compound bilinguals were exposed



to both languages in the home and school

environments,while the two coordinate

bilinguals were exposed to English only at

school.Among the aspects of bilingual

development undoubtedly linked to this

difference in exposure,one which would appear

to have both psychological and emotional

correlates fis the tendency of the compound

bilinguals to remain at the fused system phase

longer than the coordinate bilinguals.

For exampletone of the compound

bilingualstSteventstayed quite a long time in

this fused phase from when he realizedvat the

age of 3,that his mother and his father spoke

two different languages.

14



During Steven's bilingual development,his

mother and his father used to ask him many

questions in orderto stimulate both language

and cognition.

When the question was formulated in

ItalianIfor instance:"Dove sono gli

uccelli?",the answer was:"Uccelli there":"Dove

sono gli ...cchi?","Occhi there";"Dove 6 la

luce?","Luce there".

Converselylif the question was in

English:"What are those?",the answer was:"I

balloons","Iteeth";" Where are the birds?",

"Birds 11".

On the other handlthe two coordinate

bilingualsaulvia and Carlatimmediately



realized that the language used during school

hours was a foreign language;they were mature

enough to perceive the difference and they

showed a good degree of assimilation of the

new language.This behaviour can be interpreted

as a desire to integrate with the foreign

group.At the beginning of their experience in

Englishowhen they could not immediately find a

word for the sentence they wanted to utter,

they spontaneously transformed the Italian

equivalent into a potential English equivalent

and inserted it into the English sentence.For

instance they said:"Mlammy give me a matit".

Language is strictly linked to its

16
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environment,it is an important part of

.alturetand ethnic identity seems to be the

child's most important motivating

factor.Relonging to a social group involves

psychological choice on the part of the

child,who mostly refers to it when building

his/her own cognitive entity(J.Dewey-

B.Malinowsky).The process that leads to

communication is a fascinating one;it starts

from the moment of birthpreaches an important

steno when a child first produces speech and

lasts the whole life.The environment and

the"interior teacher"(M.Montessori 49)

provide the children with the necessary tools

to overcome the dramatic phase in which the



child is impeded from fully expressing his

The monolingual child faces a great battle in

order to conquer the social context around

him.He knows that language and environment

influence each other.The bilingual child has

to phase two battles if he wants to be

accepted by two social contexts; he, toot

perceives that language and context are

firmly linked together.

The monolingual English and Italian groups

were the ones with whom the bilinguals had to

compete;with the English during the whole year

and with the Italians at the end of the



academic year when the bilingual

childrentafter private preparation with an

Italian teacher who met them three times a

weekthad to sit for exams in the Italian

school. As regards the first of these two

situations-interaction with the monolingual

English children at school-it is useful to

note that the bilingual children studied had

all internalized both the British and the

Italian cultural behaviour.Compared to the

monolinguals the bilingual children showed

much more flexibility in adapting their

behaviour to different contexts.

They could change language and behaviour



according to the situation without losing

their identity.They used this ability

unconsciously as a reaction to some external

situations.These reactions sometimes

influenced their linguistic expressions as

well as their behaviour.For example when they

entered into conflict with some monolingual

English children during the school hoursothe

bilinguals immediately formed a group which

showed hostility towards the English

monolinguals by using the Italian language and

the Italian behaviour.Conversely if a conflict

arose between two bilingualstone of the two

would immediately join the English children

and pretend to ignore the Italians.



By about the age of 6 or 7 the bilingual

children examined were able to develop

specific cultural perceptions.These cultural

perceptions emerged clearly during the end of

the year exams the children had to sit for the

Italian school system.

During the exam days the children's reaction

changed from time to time;sometimes they felt

oppressed by the curiosity of the Italian

children,sometimes they felt irritated at the

inquisitive attitude of the Italian teachers

who ironically asked why they attended an

English school instead of the Italian classes.

At times they tried to do their best to be

accepted,but very often they felt irritated

21



by the fact that someone seemed not to accept

their parents'unusual choice.By this ageonost

of the children perceived the English-speaking

group in a positivy way,so that they were

motivated enough to be identified with

those members.(J.Gumperz 1973).

In one of Fulvia's composition in Italiantfor

examplepshe describes her emotions during her

exams in the Italian school.She identifies

herself so deeply with the English system that

she criticizes the behaviour of Italian

children by saying that in "her"school that

situation would never have happened.

"I bambini gridano come qualche volta succedE

anche nella mia scuolalma mai,mai,mai si

22 24



picchierebbero".

In this group of bilingual children I have

isolated two cases for further examination:the

most positive and the most negative oriented

child.

I now wish to emphasize the importance of the

environment and how muoh this affected the

children.I start by analysing the positive

oriented case:Steven.

Steven belongs to a family where mother and

father cooperate closely and follow their

child's intellectual and linguistic

development.They are very responsible about

the problems related to bilingualism and they

have always closely observed their little



boy, because they were determined to bring

him up as a bilingual subject. They both

stimulate their child by reading him

stories,nursery-rhymes,songs and trying to let

him repeat and sing them.The regular

alternation of the two languages offers Steven

the opportunity to experience Italian and

English with the same intensity.

Steven,like all bilingual subjects,goes

through different phases where one language

prevails over the other according to the

stimuli received by the environment.At the age

of 18 monthspbecause of the close relationship

between Steven and his motherphis Italian

seemed poor compared to English.It was used as



a kind of linking language.In fact when

turning the pages of a book, Steven was

pretending to read,he linked the sequence of

the story by saying:"allora","poi","basta".

The fused system phaseppreviously

described,followed this one and was

principally used to fill in the gaps th in

English and in Italian.Conversely at that.

agethis Enolish vocabulary contained about 100

words,which he could pronounce very clearly.

He knew words from different contexts but

above all they came from the story books his

mother read him.For this reason he knew the

name of many animals and also he was able to

repeat the sound of most of them.He could not



utter clearly long words like

"giraffe" or "helicopter",but his intonation,

when trying to repeat thempwas perfect.

He pronounced very well sentences like:

"Kick the ball","A cup of tea","Water,please"

and exclamation like"Oh dearodear,".

He has always been influenced by the

environment ,so when he lives in England he

talks much more English than Italian and vice

versa.Again the identification with a social

group remains the child's main stimulus in

language use.

At the other extreme there is the negative

oriented subject:Scipione,who refused to

become bilingual.His reaction towards

26 r.
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bilingualism should be carefully

considered,since it carries both psychological

and neurological consequences.

An important detail seems linked to this

negative situation:the child's mother did not

use the two languages according to the

situationgfurthermore she did not use the

strategy"one person one language".

This behaviour has been attested as a very

negative feature by many authors, who

suggest that it is an attitude which should be

avoided as it greatly disturbs bilingual

development.(J.F.Hamers-M.H.A. Blanc 1989).

There are many questions related to this

problem subject.Was his refusal a



psychological reaction against his mother,who

made it impossible for him to integrate with

the social group of the community where the

boy lived?I think so. In fact she was viewed

by the whole family as an outsider and she was

often in conflict with her husband's

relatives.She had many problems related to

socialization,and unconsciously she transposed

her own troubles to her son.Her choice of

sending Scipione to the English school was the

subject of much dissention within the whole

family.For this reason she behaved

ambiguously, and gave uncert7inty not

security to the little boy.

The family of this boy was always in a panic

28 30



and was very worried about the fact that the

child could be disturbed during his process of

constructing his personality by the

continuous switching from one language into

another.This feeling affected the boy's

attitude towards English so much that it seems

he lost his power of decision.In order to

receive protection he chose the language

accepted by the majority of the family,who

also appeared to him to be a well organized

group in a well established society.

This tense atmosphere had forced Scipione's

mother not to use some psychological and

didactic features which instead are very

29 31



useful during the growth of a bilingual

state.In addition she could not rely on her

husband's cooperation and on a number of aids

which parents have to utilize in order to

develop their children bilingualism.

Neurological studies have shown how the

acquisition of language starts in the

posterior part of the left frontal convolution

.It extends to the anterior segment as soon as

the child develops the ability to speak and to

write.In a bilingual situation the cerebral

organization becomes more and more

sophisticatedosince, neurologists suggest,it

involves interaction between right and left

hemisphere.(M.L.Albert-K.Obler 19713;G.Cossu

30



1988;11.Danesi 1987).This :nteraction should

not disturb the psychological and

physiological growth of the child as instead

appears to have occurred in the negative

oriented case.In fact,the boy started to

confuse his right with his left part of the

body and he suddenly used his left hand when

writing or drawing and also used his left leg

when he was asked to do an exercise with the

right leg.

A number of psychosomatic consequences were

caused by a deep conflict within the child's

personality.Scipionetin short, was unable to

recognize himself as belonging to a specific

group and had difficulty in switching from one

31 0 3



language to another.

He did not succeed in creating his

OWD identity since he lacked the necessary

flexibility to compensate the feeling of

anxiety which pervaded him every time he had

to choose the right language for the

context.These personality and emotional

disorders generally lead to anomie.This is a

complex psychological state implying feelings

of alienationlisolation and disorientation,

which can arise when the subject is

asked to act in two different social groups.

But anomie is not the general

consequence of bicultural experience,but

results mostly from the pattern of the social

32 34



conditions in which the child grows.The

ambiguous context in which Scipione lived,had

exasperated the child's twofold cultural

heritage and this ambiguity was affecting his

physical balance.

His incapacity of choosing one precise

identity or the incapacity of adapting himself

to the environments in which he was asked to

act,was causing a state of severe disorder.

At the age of 5,Scipione started showing

difficulty in keeping balance;this happened

especially when his mother talked in

English.One morning he had to cross a pond on

a small wooden bridge.He fell down many times

33 5



after his mother's command:"Cross it

slowly".He did not succeed and in the end he

refused to cross the pond almost terrified.He

achieved a certain security when his mother

uttered the same sentence in Italian.That was

the last time she talked English with her

son,she had realized that it was not possible

for her to insist with two different

linguistic systems.

Notwithstanding the negative case of

bilingualism just described,the knowledge of

two languages and two cultures very rarely

causes an ambivalent personality.Many studies

suggest that "there is no basis in reality for

the belief that becoming bilingual or



bicultural necessarily means a loss or

dissolution of identity".(W.E.Lambert 1971).

In most of the bilingual subjects observed in

the present study, bilingualism produced a

predisposition to easily accept different ways

of living;that is to say,most of the subjects

acquired a high degree of mental and

psychological flexibility.This confirms the

commonly held opinion that learning a foreign

language at an early age has many

advantages.Not only does it seem to enlarge

mental processes but the personality also

becomes more pliable and more open to

acquiring new behaviour.

The decision to raise one's children
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bilingually involves emotions and passions

much deeper than those involved in the

acquisition of the mother tongue alone.ln

fact,when husband and wife speak their own

language to their children they show a deep

attachement to their mother tonguejneither of

the two wants to renounce his/her own language

and culturetand both wish to transmit this

heritage to their children.Likewise,when those

parents,who know a foreign language,decide to

teach it or have it taught to their

children,their decision is suggested above all

by the affinity they feel for the language and

the people who speak that language.A cold

decision ,based only on the practical purposes



of giving two languages to their children, is

not sufficient to involve the children

emotionally.In fact, when I asked the Italian

parents in my study,why they decided to send

their children to the British Schoolltheir

first answer was that they loved English

people and English society so much that they

wanted to provide their childret with the

marvellous experience of being bilingual in

these two languages.

To sum uplthe study of bilingualism can,I

believe,provide support for the theory of the

famous Italian psychiatrist B.Piro,who

says:"Language is used to decode our own life



a-d that of the others".Languagetafter antis

not merely a successlon of pre-fixed words but

the expression of our deep unconscious

feelings,and the emotional meaning of a

sentence does not depend only on linguistic

conventions but also on the empatic

relationship between speaker and hearer.Since

our emotions are influenced by what we

experience in our cultureta primary aim in

bilingual development should surely be to help

children acquire such a plasticity which

permits them to shift fron one cultural

context to another without losing their

identity.(A.Tosi 1987-M.R.D'Acierno 1984)

38
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